
Leeds Young Film Festival 2024 Film List for Licencing Committee

The following films are all proposed to screen at LYFF which will run from 29th - 7th April.

The screenings will take place at a combination of Hyde Park Picture House and Carriageworks Theatre.

The festival is aimed at children aged 3 - 12

Title Synopsis BBFC Guidance Running Time Classification Venue/Date Link to Screener Password
(if
applicable)

Toopy and Binoo Canadian animation about an impulsive
mouse and a logical thinking cat who set off
on a magical journey with a genie to find
their lost stuffed animal.

84 U

Nina and the
hedgehog's secret

French animation following a young girl who
comes up with a plan to steal hidden
treasure to help her dad and his coworkers
when they lose their jobs.

Contains mild threat. 83 PG

OkThanksBye Dutch live action comedy drama following
two young deaf girls who head off on a road
trip together to visit one of their ill grandmas.

Contains some adult
language

93 PG

Yung Punx: A Punk
Parable

American documentary following a punk
band of 8-12 year olds and their families as
they prepare to perform on the Warped Tour.

Contains some mild
threat and adult
language.

64 PG

Dancing Queen Norwegian live action comedy drama about
a young girl who is obsessed with an online
dance influencer. When the influencer comes
to town, she just needs to overcome her
negative body image issues.

92 U

Raise The Bar Icelandic documentary following a girls Contains mild upsetting 70 PG

Appendix A



basketball team after they’re told they can no
longer compete with the boys.

scenes of gender bias.

Big Dreams Czech live action drama about a young boy
who dreams of becoming an ice hockey
player but can’t afford to. Against the odds,
he created a local hockey team from scratch.

Contains mild bullying. 102 PG
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